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Question: Now a days such toys are sold in the 
bazaars which contain pictures like dogs, cats etc. 
The dolls of different kind can also be found there. 
People bring these things in their houses for the 
playing of their children .Is it lawful to buy them or 
put them in the houses, or give them to the children 
for playing or not? Some people say that Hazrat 
Aysha (R.A) had played with such dolls .Is it correct? 
Ans: The sale , purchase or bring in house is sin and 
unlawful of the toys which are made like the shape of 
dogs, cats, monkeys, elephants and lions etc with 
distinct basic organs of face (e.g. nose, eyes, mouth 
etc)and the dolls which have such qualities. If toys or 
dolls containing pictures are present in houses then 
the angels of mercy do not enter in the houses .The 
prayers in the presence of such things also will be 
odious (Makrooh). Although the children who have 
no sense of such thing will not be sinnet but their 
guardians or parents will be responsible of this sin.  
The toys or dolls which have no basic organs of face 
(e.g. nose eyes mouth etc) it is lawful to sale, 
purchase or use them with one condition that their 
use does not indulge some one in vain activities but 
avoiding from them is better.  
Hazrat Aysha(R.A) had played in her child hood with 
such dolls which were made in house with cloths or 
cotton as in old time people used to make such dolls 
for their children which have no evident organs of 
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face nor these were made like the model of human. 
While most of the toys of now a days not only have 
complete body like human being or other animals 
(e.g.dog, cat, elephant, horse, lion etc.)but also have 
some movements and  voices of different kinds. 
We are sorry to say that such toys are common now a 
days and most of the money of our people is wasted 
in these things without any benefit. Thus the parents 
and elders make their children fond of pictures of 
living being and idol worshiping under their care. 
And the pictures are present any where in the houses 
in the shape of toys and dolls .So in this condition the 
prayers are offered and recitation are done .But they 
are deprived from the angels of mercy and the 
acceptance of worship .The balance deficiency is 
completed by the news papers, magazines or calendar 
containing pictures of living being. May God keep us 
in his safety.                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


